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Abstract 

Common websites such as Google and Wikipedia only make up 4% of the World Wide Web. 

What could the other 96% possibly be? The deep web, which lies beneath the surface, provides 

access to a seemingly unlimited amount of information and databases. These can be accessed 

through individual websites on the surface, or through specific search engines that perform onion 

routing. This paper delves into the makeup of the deep web and its many resources. It 

investigates the reasons people have for using the deep web and examines how one can benefit 

by exploring it legally. 

 

  The deep web… isn’t it only used by criminals? Wrong! In fact, you probably accessed 

the deep web today. The name “deep web” might sound daunting and mysterious, but in reality, 

it just refers to the web content that you can’t access through normal search engines like Google 

or Bing. Much of the deep web is made up of databases that require accreditation to access. But a 

large portion can be accessed through specific websites or by navigating directly to a URL. The 

reason these kinds of results don’t show up on Google is because Google doesn’t web index deep 

web content. Web indexing occurs when a search engine scans a page’s content and sends it to 

large data servers to be organized. This allows the page to show up when you type in keywords 

into the search bar (Sheils). For example, consider a library database consisting of thousands of 



books. If you were to type a book’s name into Google, the results wouldn’t provide the book’s 

information with respect to your local library. In order to find this information, you’d have to 

access the library’s webpage and search for the book from within. By doing this, you are 

accessing the deep web. When navigating through search engines specifically designed for the 

deep web, you can find all sorts of unfiltered databases and websites.  

 The deep web is not to be mistaken for the dark web. Figure 1 shows the “Iceberg 

Model” of the World Wide Web. 

Figure 1: The Iceberg Model (Nohe) 

 

The model consists of three components: the surface web, deep web, and dark web. The surface 

layer consists of all the common websites and search engines, but only makes up 4% of the 

“iceberg.” The dark web, which is used for drug trafficking, weapon exchange, and other illegal 

services, has a 6% share. This leaves a monstrous 90% of the web’s content on the deep web. 

 While these statistics might be overwhelming, it is important for people to understand the 

makeup of the deep web. Most people aren’t aware of how little their phone’s Safari app really 



provides them. When one of my professors mentioned the deep web, I was instantly engaged and 

decided to conduct more research. After spending hours exploring through the deep web, not 

only did I learn about its makeup, but I got a sense of how people actually use it productively. It 

is important for society to not be trapped in the bubble of censored information and to be able to 

explore what’s outside. 

Even though it’s possible to access the deep web through individual websites, a larger 

portion can be accessed by taking the following steps. First, download a VPN (preferably a paid 

one) so that your data is encrypted. It is important to protect yourself against potential attacks. 

After doing this, download the TOR browser. While the TOR browser can be used to access dark 

web content, it can also provide access to databases within the deep web. The purpose of the 

TOR browser is to allow for onion routing. On an onion network, messages are encrypted in 

layers (similar to the layers of an onion) to allow for anonymous communication over an 

uncensored web (Nohe). With the help of the VPN and TOR browser, it is very difficult to be 

tracked or monitored, and one has access to unrestricted web content. This allows one to access 

sites that aren’t indexed by the common search engines. But what’s the point of all this? Isn’t the 

surface web enough? Even though the deep web contains mostly garbage information, people 

actually benefit by navigating through the deep web legally. 

 The most common benefit of using the deep web is having a safer place to store 

information. Many companies use the deep web to store data on their customers, products, 

employees, and communication. Additionally, schools and universities use the deep web to store 

data on their students, faculty, grades, and classes. If this information were stored on the surface 

web, then anybody would be able to access private data, such as the grades of a student. By using 



the deep web, the information is encrypted and secured. This is a perfectly legal method of using 

deep web capabilities. 

 People also use the deep web for political protests and advocacy groups. Consider an 

oppressive government that provides limited access to news and communication. The deep web 

provides citizens with a way of speaking out and expressing their beliefs anonymously.  It is 

much easier to remain anonymous when data is encrypted and private. Many don’t have the 

ability to form political rallies or protest on public sites. The deep web is an effective means of 

communication for many different people across the world. 

 Another reason for using the deep web is simply for research. There are many interesting 

and useful databases that focus on science, history, politics, research, business, industry, etc. 

Some examples of deep web databases include public records, court cases, academic journals, 

medical records, and legal documents. Most of this data is not web indexed by search engines 

like Google and Bing, so it can be very difficult (if even possible) to access on the surface web. 

By using deep web search engines, it is much easier to find this kind of information – and use it 

legally! 

 While browsing through the deep web, I discovered the Ahmia search engine. This 

provided the best results and helped me find content easier. One of Ahmia’s unique features is its 

link graph, which shows how different links and URLs connect to each other through websites. 

Additionally, it displays the last modified date for each article, which helps the user get a better 

sense on the relevancy of the information. 

 The Torch search engine is another useful and respectable deep web search engine. Torch 

is known for is massive database, storing over one million pages of content (Deep Web Search 

Engines List to Explore Dark Web). However, Torch displays a large amount of dark web 



content which merely serves as a distraction for those who are trying to browse the deep web. 

The constant advertisements don’t help Torch’s cause. 

 If you’re trying to use a search engine whose user interface most resembles Google, then 

Candle is the place to go. Candle’s logo is very similar to that of Google, and it displays content 

in a similar manner. Candle provides good search results and detailed descriptions. The one 

problem is that Candle only presents .onion search results and not clearnets (Deep Web Search 

Engines List to Explore Dark Web). Besides this small issue, Candle is a great outlet for 

exploring the deep web. 

 After browsing through each of these search engines, among multiple others, I found the 

most success using Ahmia’s interface. Ahmia gave me the most useful search results and did the 

best job of cutting out unnecessary (and illegal) sites. One interesting resource that I came across 

was called Illinois Institute of Technology Underground. This .onion site was created to display 

all of the hidden tunnels and roofs on Illinois Tech’s campus. But how did I know that this 

database was exclusive to the deep web? 

When I searched “Illinois Tech Tunnels” on Google, not much information came up 

about the tunnels. In fact, the first article that was displayed described them as an “Urban 

Legend.” The lack of content on the surface web really confirms the ideas shown in the iceberg 

model – specifically that only 4% of content is stored on the surface. Ahmia’s search results 

displayed a multitude of information on the tunnels, including a website that gave each 

individual tunnel its own name, description, entrance point, and photos. 

In order to gain a better understanding of the makeup of a deep web database, I decided 

to recreate this collection of resources on the surface web. I looked through the HTML of the 

site, and surprisingly, not much seemed different from a website on the surface layer. This 



helped in the process of recreating the page. Similar to the deep web resource, my website 

contains four different pages – Home, Tunnels, Roofs, and Map. The tunnels and roofs pages 

each contain a series of subpages that display the same information as the deep web site. The 

website can be found at the following URL: https://jacobkroner.wixsite.com/iitunderground. 

It is important for you to explore as well. For your future research paper, consider 

searching the deep web for resources. You might come across material that you wouldn’t find on 

the surface layer. Even if Google provides enough information to do a research paper, it is 

important to see what’s outside the bubble that makes up only 4% of the overall content. 

Additionally, by browsing the deep web, you can gain new perspectives coming from people all 

over the world. These can be political views, technological innovations, or educational articles. 

While the deep web may seem daunting and/or illegal to some, many people benefit by 

navigating through it legally. The Illinois Tech Tunnels resource is just one of the millions of 

interesting databases that could be found by navigating through its search engines. Even if you’re 

not a political protestor seeking anonymity, it can be worth your time to take a glance at the deep 

web. Maybe you’ll learn a thing or two! 
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